
Do you think other issues should be added to Eblasts? 2 8%

Yes 6 25%

No 11 46%

Other 5 21%

Yes 22 92%

No 0 0%

Other 2 8%

24 responses
View all responses  Publish analytics

Summary

A. FMA communication with members via E-blast.

On an "as needed" basis, the FMA President will gather "less urgent but
still interesting news" and send a "Fitch Mountain Neighborhood News"
E-blast. Do you like the idea of the Fitch Mountain Neighborhood News
Eblast?

Community Bulletin Board

Edit this formfitchmtnassociation@gmail.com
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Yes 11 46%

No 13 54%

Fitch Mountain isues

Reducing the risk of fire Speeders on our roads  Clearing for fire danger Continue to

address parking and visitor sanitation issues. Redwood Drive beach is heavily used, but there

are no bathroom facilities. In consequence, people urinate and defecate in the bushes below

resident's houses. I am concerned about the number or walkers with or without dogs,

bicyclists and joggers on Fitch Mtn Rd - given how narrow the road is. Too often I will encounter

a jogger or walker particularly at dawn and dusk when the light is poor and they have no

reflective clothing on to warn drivers they are there. I almost hit one at dusk one night. Might

you put out some sign warning walkers and joggers to please wear something that makes it

easy for drivers to see them plus an article in the Hsbg Tribune? Motor vehicle SPEED on

North and South Fitch Mountain Road. Do we have to have someone KILLED before the Hwy

Patrol provides this area with protection? It's US who are driving recklessly!  no ideas

Educating new homeowners about aggressively clearing cut slopes of our roads to avoid slope

failure. Same goes for river bank homeowners both clearing vegetation, building illegal

structures along the riverbanks - actually many long-time homeowners routinely violate

resource laws intended to protect the river mainly along Redwood Drive and south of Camp

Rose towards Riverbend. People are loving the river to death in many places. Someday one of

them is going to be paying some hefty fines. The balance between fire suppression and wildlife

habitat, if we are perfectly fire safe - we will have no wildlife, if we have perfect wildlife habitat

we'll be a bit more vulnerable to fire. All the problems with vacation rentals....what a royal pain

the ass they are from bringing ten cars to a two space house to overloading septics that we get

to smell the rest of the week and generally late night loud parties which is what most renters

seek.  As part of email worthwhile emergency info; mtn lion sightings, burglary etc  A

contact list of owners who rent and who to contact if there is a problem. The list above would

also help residents who have family/friends coming to visit, where available rentals might be.

I think you do an excellent job of covering the main issues: water service, river issues, and fire

safety. The annual meeting is always very informative. Fire danger represented by trees

growing over our major roads. Remove ludwigia that is increasingly choking the banks of the

river. retaining walls boundary issues good neighbor practices removal of signs to make our

greenbelt community not look like auto row Gateways to Fitch Mountain north and south with

"community rules"  A community bulletin board would become an eyesore with a month.
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Environmental issues such as the health of the river.  Simply encouraging people to SLOW

down as they drive around the mountain. I've noticed UPS and FED EX do not take care to

drive slowly around these parts. Instead of Building a real bulletin board, why not have a

virtual place for Mountain Residents to post pertinent things on FMA website or Facebook

page- TRAFFIC and SPEEDING- the stop sign at SFMR and Spring Street is run at high speed

all the time- residents need to SLOW DOWN- so many near misses to children, adults, pets...

Are Mountain residents allowed to have unlimited numbers of chickens? Are roosters allowed?

What about other livestock, such as goats, sheep, cows??? DO NOT toss River Cane back into

the river when you cut it- dispose of it properly- releasing it back to the River spreads it....

Water conservation and water system-- what is considered average use for a person out here?

What is an average billing supposed to look like?  Is the mural ever going to be painted on

the walls at the foot of So. Fitch Mtn. Rd. and Spring Street? We painted a primer coat almost 2

years ago and no news has been forthcoming regarding this project.  Some way to get people

to slow down and be more respectful of each other on the road would be great. I'm not sure

how that could be done but people drive too fast.  Keep Fitch Mt. DARK. One of the beauties

of this place is the darkness at night. No street lights. Please turn off unneeded yard lights

when you go to bed. Not a big fan of roosters - seems very inconsiderate. The echo effect of

noise pollution is amazing. Think about when you start and stop that saw or leaf blower....some

people come here to sleep in. Teach your dog to bark once to alert you for danger and then

stop barking. Lots of lonely dogs here barking all the time.  summer fire evac should be a

good issue

Fitch Mountain Community

Having only one meeting a year doesn't really help people get to know each other so maybe

the winter meeting is a good idea. Also, if there was a way for the FMA officers to find out when

new homes are purchased or new renters move it, there could be some kind of welcome letter

or "package" to inform them about the association and it's benefits.  I would think that an

electronic bulletin would make much more sense for a way to communicate re: new neighbors,

parties, etc. I guess that would come under an additional 'Winter' meeting  FMA should not

force "community" upon the residents. Neighborliness naturally occurs among those who care

about others, their neighbors included. Let it be.  No suggestion.  Haven't given it any

thought, no ideas currently.  no comment  maybe gathering at an open house setting during

the summer to meet and socialize with homeowners and/or renters. Given the annual

meeting is held on 4th of July weekend, a lot of owners and residents are likely out of town for

the weekend. Why not have another one or two social events during the year.....Saturday

morning coffee and donuts, etc/ There is really very little way to foster closer community in

such a diverse population. It's like trying to run a cat obedience school. Great idea but lot's of

luck!!  None  Get together more often for educational/convivial opportunities.  We are only

here part time, in the "winter" but we used to go to neighborhood moveable feasts, a course at

each house. Really fun to meet and greet the neighbors and share food and drink.  Not sure if
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Yes 10 42%

No 5 21%

Other 9 38%

there's a FMC picnic but the Villa might be a good place, as we can't have block parties.  Not

sure.  Fitch mountain has attracted many eccentric individuals who moved here because they

can ignore the world - realize there are limits to building community! For most others having fun

events to get together with no issues at hand to meet and mingle. Most FMA events are issue

oriented and people tend to line up on one side or the other....avoid the issues on purpose at

least twice a year and have fun! Many places to gather on the mountain or have 2-3 areas

where South Fitch, North Fitch and all others gather within subneighborhoods.  How about

something informal by neighborhood. Your board might get it started by inviting their neighbors

to a gathering at their house and ask others to do the same or you could aim for something that

would encompass everyone on Fitch Mtn by having an activity where residents - as a mixer

wherein people are challenged to meet orthers or organize an invitation to play or learn to play

boche ball or a card game, for instance. Any activity where the participation level doesn't

require much skill but the promise of some activity wherein people have a chance to mix. It

would be fun to have a baseball team where fitch mtn residents would have someone team to

root for.  incase of fire it will happen some day  welcome wagon, FM style  Occasional

meetings at Villa Chantecleer  Dish on some of the old families of the mountain (with their

permission, of course). And profile new residents when they move to the area. Put in the

FMNN.  I am always away for the July Meeting- would like to have it perhaps at the end of the

summer or perhaps earlier - say in May- target Memorial Day Weekend- lots of folks come

back to the mountain to start their summer for that weekend....  No suggestions

As the Fitch Mountain Association is not solely focused on a homeowner
issues,in your opinion should the FMA reach out more effectively to
renters? Use the box below for your suggestions/ comments.

Membership Meetings
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Yes 9 38%

No 5 21%

Other 10 42%

I am a permanent, year-round homeowner 12 50%

I am a permanent year-round renter 1 4%

I am a homeowner who is "on the Mountain part of the year.(House empty when not here) 9 38%

I am a homeowner who is "on the Mountain' part of the year(Rents house out the rest of year) 0 0%

Other 2 8%

Survey of members Homeowners and Renters Full time and Part Time.

Number of daily responses
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